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the mighty knight falcon has fought off bandits and thieves but can he
fight the undeniable pull of attraction ancient and medieval people
profiles some of the fiercest warriors in history learn about their lives
and times notorious battles and daring feats in the medieval knights read
about bloody battles during the crusades learn about chivalry among
knights their armor and their code of honor special features in the
series include in profile looks at some of history s greatest warriors
raiders and heroes spotlight on key historical events timelines of
historical events quick facts provide fascinating facts what s in a name
defines and explains foreign or ancient words locator maps labeled
illustrations and diagrams book jacket bringing chivalry back into our
modern day world this book shows us how to inspire today s generation of
young boys to pursue honor courage and compassion in an age when respect
and honor seem like distant and antiquated relics how can we equip boys
to pursue valor and courageously put the needs of others before their own
this book helps parents to inspire their boys by captivating their
imagination and honoring their love for adventure heather haupt explores
how knights historically lived out various aspects of the knights code of
chivalry as depicted in the french epic song of roland and how boys can
embody these same ideals now when we issue the challenge and give boys
the reasons why it is worth pursuing we step forward on an incredible
journey towards raising the kind of boys who just like the knights of old
make an impact in their world now and for the rest of their lives become
swept away in alexa aston s new knights of honor a medieval series set in
the time of edward iii s reign in england at its heart are geoffrey and
merryn who will find lasting love in word of honor this pair plays a part
in each book of the series sometimes small sometimes large as new couples
come together to find passion and true love each romance focuses on honor
and the code of chivalry that bound knights of this era 1351 a d
betrothed from a young age merryn mantel and geoffrey de montfort are
that rare couple a love match they spend five long years apart when
geoffrey leaves england to fight against the french geoffrey returns
after the english victory at poitiers and he and merryn wed they spend
one blissful night consummating their love looking forward to a promising
future together yet geoffrey vanishes the next day merryn is left lonely
and confused as she clings to the hope that one day her husband will come
back to her geoffrey finally returns almost seven years later this new
geoffrey is a stranger to merryn he refuses to reveal where he has been
and why he stayed away from the woman he loved will her husband s silence
create a rift too large to heal or can geoffrey and merryn recapture the
love they once shared join geoffrey and merryn as they fight for the love
both have held in their hearts despite their years apart forbidden flames
burn brightest the knight alric of hawksmere has endured years of war and
survived dozens of battles in the service of the king a new challenge
awaits him when he returns home to renew his bond with a childhood friend
alric instead discovers she is now a spirited woman of rare beauty whose
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kiss makes his blood burn but the lady cecily de vere has been offered in
marriage to another man and alric s duty is to escort her to the wedding
cecily wants to behave as a proper lady but she yearns for her childhood
flame and knows he shares the same desire when a sudden twist of fortune
puts cecily in mortal danger alric takes an unimaginable risk to rescue
her left alone in the wild alric and cecily must make a choice that will
change their lives forever the first book in the swordsworn knights a
series of full length historical romance novels set in the vivid and
beguiling world of medieval britannia on the great influence of a valiant
lord the companions who see that good warriors are honored by the great
lords for their prowess become more determined to attain this level of
prowess on the lady who sees her knight honored all of this makes the
noble lady rejoice greatly within herself at the fact that she has set
her mind and heart on loving and helping to make such a good knight or
good man at arms on the worthiest amusements the best pastime of all is
to be often in good company far from unworthy men and from unworthy
activities from which no good can come enter the real world of knights
and their code of ethics and behavior read how an aspiring knight of the
fourteenth century would conduct himself and learn what he would have
needed to know when traveling fighting appearing in court and engaging
fellow knights composed at the height of the hundred years war by
geoffroi de charny one of the most respected knights of his age a knight
s own book of chivalry was designed as a guide for members of the company
of the star an order created by jean ii of france in 1352 to rival the
english order of the garter this is the most authentic and complete
manual on the day to day life of the knight that has survived the
centuries and this edition contains a specially commissioned introduction
from historian richard w kaeuper that gives the history of both the book
and its author who among his other achievements was the original owner of
the shroud of turin the bestselling creators of the edge chronicles
deliver a second helping of knightly adventures for middle graders in
which lance becomes caught in a web of sorcery and secrecy that even he
may not be able to untangle illustrations 1351 a d betrothed from a young
age merryn mantel and geoffrey de montfort are that rare couple a love
match they spend five long years apart when geoffrey leaves england to
fight against the french geoffrey returns after the english victory at
poitiers and he and merryn wed they spend one blissful night consummating
their love looking forward to a promising future together yet geoffrey
vanishes the next day merryn is left lonely and confused as she clings to
the hope that one day her husband will come back to her geoffrey finally
returns almost seven years later this new geoffrey is a stranger to
merryn he refuses to reveal where he has been and why he stayed away from
the woman he loved will her husband s silence create a rift too large to
heal or can geoffrey and merryn recapture the love they once shared join
geoffrey and merryn as they fight for the love both have held in their
hearts despite their years apart after achieving his dream of becoming a
knight a small owl protects the castle from a hungry dragon in his
continuing adventures the unbonded knight free lance with the help of his
new squire wormrick tries to save a lady of the court from a disastrous
marriage by defying a treacherous lord who wants him to intentionally
lose a jousting tournament craig taylor s study examines the wide ranging
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french debates on the martial ideals of chivalry and knighthood during
the period of the hundred years war 1337 1453 faced by stunning military
disasters and the collapse of public order writers and intellectuals
carefully scrutinized the martial qualities expected of knights and
soldiers they questioned when knights and men at arms could legitimately
resort to violence the true nature of courage the importance of mercy and
the role of books and scholarly learning in the very practical world of
military men contributors to these discussions included some of the most
famous french medieval writers led by jean froissart geoffroi de charny
philippe de mézières honorat bovet christine de pizan alain chartier and
antoine de la sale this interdisciplinary study sets their discussions in
context challenging modern romantic assumptions about chivalry and
investigating the historical reality of debates about knighthood and
warfare in late medieval france the ugly knight is a story of truth honor
and valor it imparts to the reader that there is more value in a good
heart than ones appearance it is an adventure of the most unlikely ugly
of knights who set out on a quest to save the day in return for his pure
heart and unselfish intentions he is rewarded with more than his heart
could ever have imagined sequel to the avignon legacy a tale of two
french knights and their battles and adventures a rip roaring new life of
marshal a splendid account of a great medieval life dan jones author of
crusaders a thoroughly entertaining account of england s most colourful
and courageous medieval knight sunday times drawing upon an array of
contemporary evidence renowned historian thomas asbridge s authoritative
and dramatic account brings to life the often overlooked figure of
william marshal a man who not only served at the right hand of five
english monarchs but also helped negotiate the terms of magna carta
charting the unparalleled rise to prominence of a man bound to a code of
honour yet driven by unquenchable ambition this knight s tale lays bare
the brutish realities of medieval warfare and the machinations of the
royal court and draws us into the heart of a formative period of our
history when the west emerged from the dark ages and stood on the brink
of modernity friend of richard the lionheart and the infamous king john
and ultimately regent of the realm this is the story of one remarkable
man and the forging of the english nation skilfully done a powerful cast
of characters that fascinates still tls the medieval world at last comes
touchingly to life spectator a new evil has arisen in 4th lebos it s
become known as the doomonster and its destructive force dwells in
another dimension in exchange for all of the gold in 4th lebos the
doomonster captures and imprisons mela a sorceress whose powers are deep
in the golden world but when mela doesn t return from her patrol duties
her group of rebel warriors led by the knight sharpstar fear she is in
grave danger they strike out from their camp to not only rescue mela but
also to discover the truth about her abduction and the plans of the
rulers of 4th lebos peril lurks around every corner in this mythical land
of dangerous territories and secret lands sharpstar and his group of
warriors face challenges on many fronts but they bravely accept their
mission and confront the evil entity in avenging knights rebirth of lost
honor edition 2 the song of roland is a book of poems by an anonymous
author it depicts a gory french tale of war where general charlemagne was
ambushed in a remote pyrenean pass showcasing a symbolic struggle between
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christianity and islam pack your bags for a trip that will last one
thousand years destination middle ages takes you on a guided tour of
europe and the middle east from the 5th to the 15th centuries if you
think these were the dark ages think again this was an age of great
cultural advances and artistic achievements of inspiring rulers and
courageous warriors and of bustling towns alive with merchants and
entertainers meet the knights of the age of chivalry from the
battlefields and life on campaign to jousting tournaments and codes of
honor a knight was expected to display bravery and good character get the
real stories behind robin hood king arthur and his round table richard
the lionheart saladin and the queen of courtly love eleanor of aquitaine
book jacket a history of the knights of columbus in maryland the true
knights of the middle ages were passionate about their faith their
relationship with christ and their dedication to living by the virtues of
scripture the order of knighthood was esteemed by all pursued by many yet
held by only few the lifestyles virtues and commitments held by these
knights who were half warriors and half priests were second to none in
the medieval era as well as today the order of knighthood provided a code
to live by a set of guidelines and practices that instilled honor
strength and valor this same order also served to set their lives on a
track that helped safeguard them against self inflicted trouble and
heartache insuring they could enjoy god s best for their lives the
knights of solamnia were the greatest order of chivalry in the history of
krynn after a knight has achieved the order of the crown and the order of
the sword he must then begin his training in the virtues of wisdom and
justice in order to achieve the order of the rose the highest of all
orders this is the third tale of sir pirvan the wayward whose reluctant
and inauspicious beginnings bore few clues to his potential as a knight
of the highest order in a time when others of solamnia had become corrupt
and self serving sir pirvan maintained the dignity of the order walking
the fine line between personal codes of honor and loyalty and diplomacy
and duty roland j green is the author of the starcruiser shenandoah and
wandor series and numerous conan novels and is coauthor with jerr
pournelle of the jannisaries series the warriors series details the
exploits of the heroes and villains of the war of the lance lannon
sunshield and his friends have found a new home the dreary cursed tower
known as ollanhar where the dark watchmen once dwelt they vow to restore
and defend the ancient keep even as an old enemy returns stronger than
ever and creatures of darkness close in on them meanwhile king verlamer
continues to expand his colossal brutal empire and dremlock kingdom
remains his primary target yet the key to dremlock s survival may exist
in distant lands series keywords fantasy series epic fantasy sword and
sorcery magic quest swords dragons fantasy series monsters young adult
children s wizards heroic fantasy coming of age fantasy teen s action
adventure free epic fantasy myths legends free fantasy books free freebie
go back to the thrilling time of warring knights who were prepared to
give their life in order to protect their lord and his castle castles may
conjure up a romantic fairy tale world however in real life during the
middle ages castles were fortresses providing shelter and protection for
the lord as well as for the peasants who lived on his land for an army a
lord depended on young soldiers in armor called knights who spent years
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at the castle learning the skills of warfare author sarah fabiny dives
into the history of castles and how they grew from simple wood structures
to mighty fortresses in stone she also explains who could become a knight
and what their lives were like off of the battlefield enjoying feasts
courting their lady loves and showing off in tournaments with 80 fun
black and white illustrations and an engaging 16 page photo insert
readers will be excited to read this latest addition to who hq in kings
knights and bankers richard kaeuper presents a lifetime of research on
italian financiers english kingship chivalric violence and knightly piety
this original collection assembles 86 of doré s best depictions of
knights and their adventures from idylls of the king don quixote orlando
furioso michaud s history of the crusades rabelais and other sources a
caldecott honor winner and new york times bestseller a determined owl
builds strength and confidence in this medieval picture book about the
real mettle of a hero wits humor and heart since the day he hatched owl
dreamed of becoming a real knight he may not be the biggest or the
strongest but his sharp nocturnal instincts can help protect the castle
especially since many knights have recently gone missing while holding
guard during knight night watch owl is faced with the ultimate trial a
frightening intruder it s a daunting duel by any measure but what owl
lacks in size he makes up for in good ideas full of wordplay and optimism
this surprising display of bravery proves that cleverness and friendship
can rule over brawn it s a nice piece of pageantry rationally it s
lunatic but in practice everyone enjoys it i think hrh prince philip duke
of edinburgh founded by edward iii in 1348 the most noble order of the
garter is the highest chivalric honor among the gifts of the queen of
england and an institution that looks proudly back to its medieval
origins but what does the annual garter procession of modern princes and
politicians decked out in velvets and silks have to do with fourteenth
century institutions and did the order in any event actually originate in
the wardrobe malfunction of the traditional story when edward held up his
mistress s dropped garter for all to see and declared it to be a mark of
honor rather than shame or is this tale of the order s beginning nothing
more than a vulgar myth with steady erudition and not infrequent
irreverence stephanie trigg ranges from medieval romance to victorian
caricature from imperial politics to medievalism in contemporary culture
to write a strikingly original cultural history of the order of the
garter she explores the order s attempts to reform and modernize itself
even as it holds onto an ambivalent relationship to its medieval past she
revisits those moments in british history when the garter has taken on
new or increased importance and explores a long tradition of amusement
and embarrassment over its formal processions and elaborate costumes
revisiting the myth of the dropped garter itself she asks what it can
tell us about our desire to seek the hidden sexual history behind so
venerable an institution grounded in archival detail and combining
historical method with reception and cultural studies shame and honor
untangles 650 years of fact fiction ritual and reinvention howard pyle s
classic tale of magic bravery and honor tells of the adventures of king
arthur from the time young arthur pulled the fabled sword from the stone
he was a just king as the head of the round table king arthur led the
most gallant men and brought peace to the land king arthur s most
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dramatic struggles are retold in the calico illustrated classics
adaptation of pyle s king arthur and the knights of the round table
calico chapter books is an imprint of magic wagon a division of abdo
group grades 3 8 a generation is rising up to care for the hurting and
oppressed committed to changing the world they are passionate about
justice and willing to fight for it here hunter dares young men and women
to view their lives as a quest challenging them to develop their own
personal code that will prepare them to defend others and live with
civility and integrity original this book is a historical novel set in
medieval europe focusing on the life and exploits of the dashing knight
goefridus the narrative is full of action and adventure as goefridus
battles enemies both foreign and domestic in his pursuit of glory and
honor this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it
this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and
distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright
on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available
to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant
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A Knight's Honor 2011-07-05 the mighty knight falcon has fought off
bandits and thieves but can he fight the undeniable pull of attraction
The Medieval Knights 2010-01-30 ancient and medieval people profiles some
of the fiercest warriors in history learn about their lives and times
notorious battles and daring feats in the medieval knights read about
bloody battles during the crusades learn about chivalry among knights
their armor and their code of honor special features in the series
include in profile looks at some of history s greatest warriors raiders
and heroes spotlight on key historical events timelines of historical
events quick facts provide fascinating facts what s in a name defines and
explains foreign or ancient words locator maps labeled illustrations and
diagrams book jacket
Knights in Training 2017-05-30 bringing chivalry back into our modern day
world this book shows us how to inspire today s generation of young boys
to pursue honor courage and compassion in an age when respect and honor
seem like distant and antiquated relics how can we equip boys to pursue
valor and courageously put the needs of others before their own this book
helps parents to inspire their boys by captivating their imagination and
honoring their love for adventure heather haupt explores how knights
historically lived out various aspects of the knights code of chivalry as
depicted in the french epic song of roland and how boys can embody these
same ideals now when we issue the challenge and give boys the reasons why
it is worth pursuing we step forward on an incredible journey towards
raising the kind of boys who just like the knights of old make an impact
in their world now and for the rest of their lives
Word of Honor 2016 become swept away in alexa aston s new knights of
honor a medieval series set in the time of edward iii s reign in england
at its heart are geoffrey and merryn who will find lasting love in word
of honor this pair plays a part in each book of the series sometimes
small sometimes large as new couples come together to find passion and
true love each romance focuses on honor and the code of chivalry that
bound knights of this era 1351 a d betrothed from a young age merryn
mantel and geoffrey de montfort are that rare couple a love match they
spend five long years apart when geoffrey leaves england to fight against
the french geoffrey returns after the english victory at poitiers and he
and merryn wed they spend one blissful night consummating their love
looking forward to a promising future together yet geoffrey vanishes the
next day merryn is left lonely and confused as she clings to the hope
that one day her husband will come back to her geoffrey finally returns
almost seven years later this new geoffrey is a stranger to merryn he
refuses to reveal where he has been and why he stayed away from the woman
he loved will her husband s silence create a rift too large to heal or
can geoffrey and merryn recapture the love they once shared join geoffrey
and merryn as they fight for the love both have held in their hearts
despite their years apart
Honor & Roses 2016-02-23 forbidden flames burn brightest the knight alric
of hawksmere has endured years of war and survived dozens of battles in
the service of the king a new challenge awaits him when he returns home
to renew his bond with a childhood friend alric instead discovers she is
now a spirited woman of rare beauty whose kiss makes his blood burn but
the lady cecily de vere has been offered in marriage to another man and
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alric s duty is to escort her to the wedding cecily wants to behave as a
proper lady but she yearns for her childhood flame and knows he shares
the same desire when a sudden twist of fortune puts cecily in mortal
danger alric takes an unimaginable risk to rescue her left alone in the
wild alric and cecily must make a choice that will change their lives
forever the first book in the swordsworn knights a series of full length
historical romance novels set in the vivid and beguiling world of
medieval britannia
A Knight's Own Book of Chivalry 2013-03-01 on the great influence of a
valiant lord the companions who see that good warriors are honored by the
great lords for their prowess become more determined to attain this level
of prowess on the lady who sees her knight honored all of this makes the
noble lady rejoice greatly within herself at the fact that she has set
her mind and heart on loving and helping to make such a good knight or
good man at arms on the worthiest amusements the best pastime of all is
to be often in good company far from unworthy men and from unworthy
activities from which no good can come enter the real world of knights
and their code of ethics and behavior read how an aspiring knight of the
fourteenth century would conduct himself and learn what he would have
needed to know when traveling fighting appearing in court and engaging
fellow knights composed at the height of the hundred years war by
geoffroi de charny one of the most respected knights of his age a knight
s own book of chivalry was designed as a guide for members of the company
of the star an order created by jean ii of france in 1352 to rival the
english order of the garter this is the most authentic and complete
manual on the day to day life of the knight that has survived the
centuries and this edition contains a specially commissioned introduction
from historian richard w kaeuper that gives the history of both the book
and its author who among his other achievements was the original owner of
the shroud of turin
Honors and Knights' Fees 1924 the bestselling creators of the edge
chronicles deliver a second helping of knightly adventures for middle
graders in which lance becomes caught in a web of sorcery and secrecy
that even he may not be able to untangle illustrations
Drill Tactics for Knights of Honor 1888 1351 a d betrothed from a young
age merryn mantel and geoffrey de montfort are that rare couple a love
match they spend five long years apart when geoffrey leaves england to
fight against the french geoffrey returns after the english victory at
poitiers and he and merryn wed they spend one blissful night consummating
their love looking forward to a promising future together yet geoffrey
vanishes the next day merryn is left lonely and confused as she clings to
the hope that one day her husband will come back to her geoffrey finally
returns almost seven years later this new geoffrey is a stranger to
merryn he refuses to reveal where he has been and why he stayed away from
the woman he loved will her husband s silence create a rift too large to
heal or can geoffrey and merryn recapture the love they once shared join
geoffrey and merryn as they fight for the love both have held in their
hearts despite their years apart
Joust of Honor 2005 after achieving his dream of becoming a knight a
small owl protects the castle from a hungry dragon
Word of Honor 2016-09-29 in his continuing adventures the unbonded knight
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free lance with the help of his new squire wormrick tries to save a lady
of the court from a disastrous marriage by defying a treacherous lord who
wants him to intentionally lose a jousting tournament
Knight Owl 2022 craig taylor s study examines the wide ranging french
debates on the martial ideals of chivalry and knighthood during the
period of the hundred years war 1337 1453 faced by stunning military
disasters and the collapse of public order writers and intellectuals
carefully scrutinized the martial qualities expected of knights and
soldiers they questioned when knights and men at arms could legitimately
resort to violence the true nature of courage the importance of mercy and
the role of books and scholarly learning in the very practical world of
military men contributors to these discussions included some of the most
famous french medieval writers led by jean froissart geoffroi de charny
philippe de mézières honorat bovet christine de pizan alain chartier and
antoine de la sale this interdisciplinary study sets their discussions in
context challenging modern romantic assumptions about chivalry and
investigating the historical reality of debates about knighthood and
warfare in late medieval france
Knight's Honor 1976 the ugly knight is a story of truth honor and valor
it imparts to the reader that there is more value in a good heart than
ones appearance it is an adventure of the most unlikely ugly of knights
who set out on a quest to save the day in return for his pure heart and
unselfish intentions he is rewarded with more than his heart could ever
have imagined
Joust of Honor 2005 sequel to the avignon legacy a tale of two french
knights and their battles and adventures
Chivalry and the Ideals of Knighthood in France during the Hundred Years
War 2013-10-10 a rip roaring new life of marshal a splendid account of a
great medieval life dan jones author of crusaders a thoroughly
entertaining account of england s most colourful and courageous medieval
knight sunday times drawing upon an array of contemporary evidence
renowned historian thomas asbridge s authoritative and dramatic account
brings to life the often overlooked figure of william marshal a man who
not only served at the right hand of five english monarchs but also
helped negotiate the terms of magna carta charting the unparalleled rise
to prominence of a man bound to a code of honour yet driven by
unquenchable ambition this knight s tale lays bare the brutish realities
of medieval warfare and the machinations of the royal court and draws us
into the heart of a formative period of our history when the west emerged
from the dark ages and stood on the brink of modernity friend of richard
the lionheart and the infamous king john and ultimately regent of the
realm this is the story of one remarkable man and the forging of the
english nation skilfully done a powerful cast of characters that
fascinates still tls the medieval world at last comes touchingly to life
spectator
The Ugly Knight 2016-11-02 a new evil has arisen in 4th lebos it s become
known as the doomonster and its destructive force dwells in another
dimension in exchange for all of the gold in 4th lebos the doomonster
captures and imprisons mela a sorceress whose powers are deep in the
golden world but when mela doesn t return from her patrol duties her
group of rebel warriors led by the knight sharpstar fear she is in grave
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danger they strike out from their camp to not only rescue mela but also
to discover the truth about her abduction and the plans of the rulers of
4th lebos peril lurks around every corner in this mythical land of
dangerous territories and secret lands sharpstar and his group of
warriors face challenges on many fronts but they bravely accept their
mission and confront the evil entity in avenging knights rebirth of lost
honor edition 2
Knights of Honor 2018-04-11 the song of roland is a book of poems by an
anonymous author it depicts a gory french tale of war where general
charlemagne was ambushed in a remote pyrenean pass showcasing a symbolic
struggle between christianity and islam
The Greatest Knight 2015-01-15 pack your bags for a trip that will last
one thousand years destination middle ages takes you on a guided tour of
europe and the middle east from the 5th to the 15th centuries if you
think these were the dark ages think again this was an age of great
cultural advances and artistic achievements of inspiring rulers and
courageous warriors and of bustling towns alive with merchants and
entertainers meet the knights of the age of chivalry from the
battlefields and life on campaign to jousting tournaments and codes of
honor a knight was expected to display bravery and good character get the
real stories behind robin hood king arthur and his round table richard
the lionheart saladin and the queen of courtly love eleanor of aquitaine
book jacket
Knights Honour 1994-07-01 a history of the knights of columbus in
maryland
Honors and Knights' Fees 1923 the true knights of the middle ages were
passionate about their faith their relationship with christ and their
dedication to living by the virtues of scripture the order of knighthood
was esteemed by all pursued by many yet held by only few the lifestyles
virtues and commitments held by these knights who were half warriors and
half priests were second to none in the medieval era as well as today the
order of knighthood provided a code to live by a set of guidelines and
practices that instilled honor strength and valor this same order also
served to set their lives on a track that helped safeguard them against
self inflicted trouble and heartache insuring they could enjoy god s best
for their lives
Proceedings of the Grand Commandery, Knights Templar of Nebraska 1891 the
knights of solamnia were the greatest order of chivalry in the history of
krynn after a knight has achieved the order of the crown and the order of
the sword he must then begin his training in the virtues of wisdom and
justice in order to achieve the order of the rose the highest of all
orders this is the third tale of sir pirvan the wayward whose reluctant
and inauspicious beginnings bore few clues to his potential as a knight
of the highest order in a time when others of solamnia had become corrupt
and self serving sir pirvan maintained the dignity of the order walking
the fine line between personal codes of honor and loyalty and diplomacy
and duty roland j green is the author of the starcruiser shenandoah and
wandor series and numerous conan novels and is coauthor with jerr
pournelle of the jannisaries series the warriors series details the
exploits of the heroes and villains of the war of the lance
Avenging Knights "Rebirth of Lost Honor" 2014-05-07 lannon sunshield and
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his friends have found a new home the dreary cursed tower known as
ollanhar where the dark watchmen once dwelt they vow to restore and
defend the ancient keep even as an old enemy returns stronger than ever
and creatures of darkness close in on them meanwhile king verlamer
continues to expand his colossal brutal empire and dremlock kingdom
remains his primary target yet the key to dremlock s survival may exist
in distant lands series keywords fantasy series epic fantasy sword and
sorcery magic quest swords dragons fantasy series monsters young adult
children s wizards heroic fantasy coming of age fantasy teen s action
adventure free epic fantasy myths legends free fantasy books free freebie
The Broad Stone of Honour 1876 go back to the thrilling time of warring
knights who were prepared to give their life in order to protect their
lord and his castle castles may conjure up a romantic fairy tale world
however in real life during the middle ages castles were fortresses
providing shelter and protection for the lord as well as for the peasants
who lived on his land for an army a lord depended on young soldiers in
armor called knights who spent years at the castle learning the skills of
warfare author sarah fabiny dives into the history of castles and how
they grew from simple wood structures to mighty fortresses in stone she
also explains who could become a knight and what their lives were like
off of the battlefield enjoying feasts courting their lady loves and
showing off in tournaments with 80 fun black and white illustrations and
an engaging 16 page photo insert readers will be excited to read this
latest addition to who hq
The Song of Roland 2019-11-19 in kings knights and bankers richard
kaeuper presents a lifetime of research on italian financiers english
kingship chivalric violence and knightly piety
Your Guide to Knights and the Age of Chivalry 2017 this original
collection assembles 86 of doré s best depictions of knights and their
adventures from idylls of the king don quixote orlando furioso michaud s
history of the crusades rabelais and other sources
The Knights of Columbus 2008-10-01 a caldecott honor winner and new york
times bestseller a determined owl builds strength and confidence in this
medieval picture book about the real mettle of a hero wits humor and
heart since the day he hatched owl dreamed of becoming a real knight he
may not be the biggest or the strongest but his sharp nocturnal instincts
can help protect the castle especially since many knights have recently
gone missing while holding guard during knight night watch owl is faced
with the ultimate trial a frightening intruder it s a daunting duel by
any measure but what owl lacks in size he makes up for in good ideas full
of wordplay and optimism this surprising display of bravery proves that
cleverness and friendship can rule over brawn
Knights of Christ 2012-05 it s a nice piece of pageantry rationally it s
lunatic but in practice everyone enjoys it i think hrh prince philip duke
of edinburgh founded by edward iii in 1348 the most noble order of the
garter is the highest chivalric honor among the gifts of the queen of
england and an institution that looks proudly back to its medieval
origins but what does the annual garter procession of modern princes and
politicians decked out in velvets and silks have to do with fourteenth
century institutions and did the order in any event actually originate in
the wardrobe malfunction of the traditional story when edward held up his
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mistress s dropped garter for all to see and declared it to be a mark of
honor rather than shame or is this tale of the order s beginning nothing
more than a vulgar myth with steady erudition and not infrequent
irreverence stephanie trigg ranges from medieval romance to victorian
caricature from imperial politics to medievalism in contemporary culture
to write a strikingly original cultural history of the order of the
garter she explores the order s attempts to reform and modernize itself
even as it holds onto an ambivalent relationship to its medieval past she
revisits those moments in british history when the garter has taken on
new or increased importance and explores a long tradition of amusement
and embarrassment over its formal processions and elaborate costumes
revisiting the myth of the dropped garter itself she asks what it can
tell us about our desire to seek the hidden sexual history behind so
venerable an institution grounded in archival detail and combining
historical method with reception and cultural studies shame and honor
untangles 650 years of fact fiction ritual and reinvention
Knights of the Rose 2012-06-19 howard pyle s classic tale of magic
bravery and honor tells of the adventures of king arthur from the time
young arthur pulled the fabled sword from the stone he was a just king as
the head of the round table king arthur led the most gallant men and
brought peace to the land king arthur s most dramatic struggles are
retold in the calico illustrated classics adaptation of pyle s king
arthur and the knights of the round table calico chapter books is an
imprint of magic wagon a division of abdo group grades 3 8
Knights: Defenders of Ollanhar 2014-11-29 a generation is rising up to
care for the hurting and oppressed committed to changing the world they
are passionate about justice and willing to fight for it here hunter
dares young men and women to view their lives as a quest challenging them
to develop their own personal code that will prepare them to defend
others and live with civility and integrity original
The Grand Encampment of Knights Templar 1864 this book is a historical
novel set in medieval europe focusing on the life and exploits of the
dashing knight goefridus the narrative is full of action and adventure as
goefridus battles enemies both foreign and domestic in his pursuit of
glory and honor this work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of
america and possibly other nations within the united states you may
freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate
has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur
that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant
The Broad Stone of Honour; Or, the True Sense and Practice of Chivalry:
Tancredus 1828
The Broad Stone of Honour: Orlandus 1876
What Are Castles and Knights? 2022-02-08
Kings, Knights and Bankers 2015-10-20
Doré's Knights and Medieval Adventure 2013-01-16
Knight Owl 2022-06-21
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Shame and Honor 2012-03-19
King Arthur & the Knights of the Round Table 2010-01-01
Chivalry 2013
The Broad Stone of Honour; Or, the True Sense and Practice of Chivalry:
Godefridus 1829
The Broad Stone Of Honour 2023-07-18
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